
Kevin & Kelli



Kevin is a level headed, positive individual who lifts me up and keeps me going 
on the hardest of days. He has a quiet strength about him that the entire family 
witnesses and makes us feel safe, secure and that we don’t need to worry about 
anything. One of the things that attracted me to Kevin was how dedicated he was 
to his daughter. I have now witnessed the same dedication to both of our girls.

Kelli is the rock of our household. She’s strong, steadfast, value-centered,  
enjoys quality time and keeps her family close, safe, and supported. As a mother,  

I can’t imagine being married to better. She loves her children with a quiet 
intensity. As a person, Kelli is also very much her own woman - she values being 

unique and presentable, hard working, and feels the same way about her children, 
whether it comes to manners, fashion, or how one carries themselves.  

Whichever child lands in her arms will be a lucky one 
and loved for a lifetime.

We value education, family, service,  learning from 
new experiences, and believe in earning what you 
have in life. We have five university degrees while 
both being first-generation college graduates - all 
of this is to say, we fully intend to send all of our 
children to college and support them in having a 
full, meaningful life. Kevin has one daughter (now 
11 years old) to whom Kelli is a loving co-parent 
and plays a very unique and important role in her 
upbringing.

About Us

About Kelli By Kevin

About Kevin By Kelli



Our home is a fun, loving home  
full of pictures, places we have traveled, 

friends we share memories with, 
plenty of yard to play in, a playground 

in the backyard and a pantry that’s  
always full of fun snacks.

Our Home

Fun Facts About Us
• Kevin dotted the i during 2003 National Championship

game for The Ohio State University

• Kelli played softball for Kent State University

• We have yearly Cedar Point Amusement Park
passes as the whole family enjoys the park

• Kelli & Kevin have traveled to over 12 different countries

• Kelli & Kevin both enjoy CrossFit & competing
in different fitness competitions

Girl time at the nail salon

Pierce exploring outside

Exploring out west



Our Family

“Family” is the key word for us. We are loyal to one another, have each 
others’ backs, take care of our family and friends and value quality time 
together. We love having people over, celebrating holidays, decorating 
for special occasions and making significant life moments special. We 
have two daughters, our 11 year old is with us part-time during the 
school year and full-time during the summer. She is a proud, nurturing 
and loving big sister and with a toddler old in the house, is proving to be 
a tremendous soon-to-be-young woman.

Large family photo-wonderfully large New York Italian family!

Family meeting baby Pierce Thanksgiving with cousins

Friends showing us around Sao Paolo, 
Brazil

With Kelli’s Parents St. Patrick’s Day in New Orleans with friends

Savannah and 
Pierce- sisters



Dear Birthparent,
When we met nearly six years ago, we were drawn to each 
other because of our passion for having a close family and 
many friends, a deep belief in education, and our love of 
traveling the world, interacting with new cultures, and sharing 
in new experiences which enrich our lives. Of all of our shared 
values, the one that drew us closest, and continues to, is our 
value of “commitment” and following through with the promises 
we make. We do this for each other, and we do it for others in 
our lives.  This is who we are.

Almost immediately after getting married in 2015, we were 
told we would not be able to get pregnant, and so began our 
first inclination towards considering adoption.

However, miraculously, we have since gotten pregnant several 
times; yet, two ended in miscarriages and then two years ago, 
after a beautiful nine-month pregnancy, we tragically lost one 
of our children to Group B Strep/Sepsis shortly after she was 
born. This was, as you can imagine, absolutely devastating. It 
is impossible to relate the impact of this tragedy in words, but 
through it all, we have maintained our commitment to each 
other and have grown stronger together. Consequently, one 
year ago, we were blessed with conceiving and giving birth to 
our beautiful baby girl.

We maintain the belief that there’s a child meant to be part  
of our story. We would be so honored to welcome your child to 
our lives.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

 Kevin & Kelli

What Adoption Means to Us:
Through all of our ups and downs we’ve remained 

committed to the adoption process to welcome a child 
into our lives to have the family together we’ve always 

wanted, which is a large, loving family we see ourselves 
surrounded by when we are grandparents. We believe 

our lives, and our children’s lives, will be more complete 
by welcoming an adopted child into our home and lives.




